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Abstract 
This paper treats semantics of numerical programs generally, but is principally concerned 
with limits as error tends to zero. We define three kinds of semantics for a simple programming 
language whose only data type is a real number type: a family of finite accuracy semantics, which 
explicitly represent numerical error, and two types of limiting program semantics. One limiting 
semantics models the limit as machine roundoff error becomes small; the other models the limit 
over programs as the mathematical error inherent in the algorithm used tends to zero. These 
three kinds of program semantics are based on domains that are similar to those commonly used 
in denotational semantics, but are continuous rather than algebraic, a slightly weaker property. 
Using these continuous bounded-complete domains, we are able to show that the two kinds of 
limiting semantics are in fact limits of the finite accuracy semantics. 
1. Introduction 
Defining useful semantics and verification rules for numerical programs (programs 
that perform machine real arithmetic computations) is not as easy as for computations 
involving discrete data types. For one thing, finite precision machine real arithmetic 
does not precisely represent “true” mathematically defined arithmetic on the real num- 
bers. That itself is not a big problem, since we can always just use the machine 
operations in the semantic model. The real problem is in reasoning about the seman- 
tics. 
Specifications in terms of machine operations are hard to understand because the 
machine operations do not satisfy familiar laws like associativity. 
Such specifications are not portable because different systems use different arith- 
metics. 
Usually, the input has only finite accuracy, so it is useless to exactly characterize 
what the program computes anyway. 
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Evidently, it would often be better just to characterize each machine real operation 
as equal to the corresponding mathematical operation plus a bounded roundoff error 
and specify programs as approximating some mathematical function within some error 
bound. Nevertheless, computing such error bounds is laborious, often intractable, and 
the roundoff error is usually insignificant compared to issues like stability of a numerical 
method for solving a differential equation. What we would really like to do is to act 
as if the machine addition, etc., are essentially the same as mathematical addition, etc., 
but avoid any pitfalls that we might fall into by forgetting that machine operations and 
mathematical operations are not exactly the same. For example, even small errors can 
affect the result of a comparison or add up to a significant error if incurred many times 
in an iteration. 
One way of giving a semantics that lets us reason this way is to take the limit of finite 
accuracy semantics as the error on individual operations tends to zero. Roundoff error is 
not the only kind of error we would like to neglect, however, and accuracy of machine 
operations is not the only finite thing about computing. We often want to compute 
transcendental functions like 8, trigonometric functions, or solutions of differential 
equations. Typically, we must do so by picking a rational function r,,, (or something a 
bit more general, like an adaptive solution to an ODE) chosen from a sequence r,, no 
N of rational functions that approximates the desired function f; and then computing 
values of that rational i%nction. We would also like to ignore the mathematical error 
(or truncation error, so called because it often results from truncating an infinite series) 
that results from using the rational approximation r, instead the transcendental function 
f. Suppose P,, is the version of a program that uses r, to approximate f. Neglecting 
the mathematical error can be modeled by forming the limit of the semantics of P,, as 
n tends to infinity. 
Looking back, we see that we have been discussing three kinds of semantics for 
numerical programs. 
1. Finite accuracy semantics. These form a family of semantics that may represent 
precisely the arithmetic of a given system or use nondeterminism to generalize the 
arithmetics of some family of systems. (See the discussion of the Brown model in 
Section 4.) 
2. The limit of finite accuracy semantics as the error tends to zero. This limiting 
semantics is naturally nondeterministic because, although a negligible error is repre- 
sented by zero in this semantics, such an error in fact has a magnitude and sign that 
can affect the flow of control in a computation. (Even if we are taking the limit of 
a family of deterministic semantics, it is natural to treat the limit as nondeterministic, 
simply because we usually do not want to know the sign of small errors.) 
3. The semantics of sequences of programs, which we call program schemes. 
The semantics of a sequence is the limit of the semantics of the components of the 
sequence. 
The limits required to define the semantics described in parts 2 and 3 are like 
the limits of classical analysis, not like the monotone limits that usually occur in 
denotational semantics of computer programs. For example, suppose that we have a 
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sequence of functions fn : R -+ RI, n E N such that 
Vx E (-n,n), ]fn(x) - sinx( < l/n, (1.1) 
while for 1x1 an, fn(x) may be anything, even undefined. Such fn’s are just the sort 
of approximations to the sine function that we can compute numerically, and we want 
to say that the ,fn’s converge to the sine function. 
On the other hand, we expect a denotational semantics to be based on some form 
of domain theory, in which a notion of approximation is based on the idea of one 
result refining or being better defined than another. We can combine these notions of 
approximation by using domains whose Scott topology topologically embeds classical 
spaces like R. We worked out a construction of such spaces in [12]. The necessary 
constructions are a topological form of lifting and the upper powerspace construction (a 
generalization of the Smyth powerdomain). Using the upper powerspace construction 
not only makes the necessary link between classical topology and domain theory, but 
allows us to model the nondeterminism inherent in the limiting semantics. The domains 
obtained are continuous domains, only slightly more general than the algebraic domains 
commonly used in semantics of programs with only discrete types. The required domain 
theory is summarized in Section 3. 
Our limiting semantics is robust in that it is insensitive to details of the arithmetics 
used to approximate it. 
Although the purpose of the limiting semantics is to provide a mathematical basis for 
reasoning about numerical programs in a simple way, we will discuss only semantics, 
not program logic in this paper. A Hoare logic based on the limiting semantics is given 
in [ll]. 
1.1. Relation to other work 
1.1.1. Theories of real-number computation 
Limiting semantics and scheme semantics have interesting connections with two other 
theories of real number computation: Friedman’s theory of abstract computability over 
the real field [8], whose most well-known exposition is Blum, Shub, and Smale [3], 
and the recursive or computable analysis of Abetth [2] and Pour-El and Richards [19]. 
The theory of abstract computability over the reals simply assumes that real number 
arithmetic operations and comparisons are exactly computable, and builds a conven- 
tional computability theory starting from that assumption. Thus, it is just an abstract 
model, not directly related to actual computation. Nevertheless, our limiting seman- 
tics resembles it rather closely. Thus, we have shown that something very similar to 
the abstract computability model is a limit of the semantics of actual finite accuracy 
numerical computation. 
It also seems likely that many results from the theory of abstract computability can 
be modified to apply to the limiting semantics, though we have not systematically tried 
to do so. 
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Any function that is continuous in the appropriate nondeterministic, domain-theoretic 
sense is computable by a program scheme as defined in Section 6. It appears likely that 
imposing restrictions on scheme formation will lead to interesting classes of functions 
extending the class of computable functions. 
1.1.2. Topology and domain theory 
The work most closely related to ours is that of Edalat [6,7], who applies power- 
domains in several areas of analysis. Edalat [S] also notes that a notion of effective 
domain mapping due to Plotkin [18] gives a notion of nondeterministic computability 
over the reals. Just how this notion of computability is related to the notions dis- 
cussed has not been explored as yet, but it must almost certainly be equivalent to a 
nondeterministic form of computable analysis. 
Other work using topological spaces as domains has been done by Smyth [21] and 
by Nivat and others [ 171. 
Smyth observes that three types of powerspaces of a To topological space with three 
variations of the Vietoris topology form domains, corresponding to the Hoare, Smyth, 
and Plotkin powerdomain constructions. In this paper, we use the upper powerspace, a 
general topological analog to the Smyth powerdomain construction. 
Nivat’s work is based on the observation that the set of closed subsets of a complete 
metric space with the Hausdorff metric is both a complete metric space and a domain 
via the ordering C C D iff C > D (same as the upper powerdomain ordering). For 
our purposes, using upper powerdomains is better than Nivat’s method because we can 
use nondeterminism to model limits that would not exist using Nivat’s method. For 
example, the sequence 
a2n = (01, 
a2n+l = (11. 
does not converge in Nivat’s spaces, but in ours it converges to (0, l}, which is a 
useful limit. The greater generality of our limits seems to make it easier to define 
semantics of limits of programs, Section 6. We also feel that integrating classical and 
domain-style limits in a single topology must simply be the right thing to do. 
More recent work by Smyth [22-241 and Siinderhauf [25] explores quasi-metric 
and quasi-uniform spaces in the context of computer program semantics. Quasi-metric 
spaces are like metric spaces, except that quasi-metrics need not be symmetric. Quasi- 
uniform spaces are an analogous generalization of uniform spaces. These spaces provide 
a way of modifying Nivat’s method to fully integrate the topological and domain- 
theoretic aspects and make a bridge between metric space theory and domain theory. 
This theory does not seem needed here, however. A much earlier version of this work 
was based on quasi-metric spaces, but after reading [21], we realized that more general 
spaces would suffice. 
One place where we do use a quasi-metric in this paper is in Section 4, to define 
the accuracy of an arithmetic. 
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As far as we know, the importance of quasi-metrics was first brought out in a 
thought-provoking paper of Lawvere [ 161. 
1.1.3. Semantics of numerical programs 
Real number types do not seem to have been much treated in the literature of deno- 
tational semantics. Aberer [l] gives a more complex, but more constructive, foundation 
for numerical program semantics, aiming to give a foundation for symbolic computation 
systems such as Mathematics or Maple. 
1.2. Outline of the Paper 
Section 2 introduces a toy language for numerical programming, NPL. Section 3 
reviews the topological domain theory on which denotational semantics of NPL is 
based, and defines the domains that will be used in that semantics. Section 4 discusses 
the notion of an arithmetic, that is, a semantics for the operations and comparisons of 
NPL. The presence of arithmetics is peculiar to numerical program semantics, because 
in semantics of discrete types, machine operations are usually treated as substantially 
identical to the mathematical operations they implement. We introduce the notion of 
convergence of arithmetics, which underlies our notion of convergence of program 
semantics. In Section 5 we define the semantics of NPL relative to an arithmetic 
and characterize the limit as the error in the underlying arithmetic tends to zero. In 
Section 6 we describe another kind of limit, limits of programs, which we express 
through the idea of program schemes. 
2. A simple numerical programming language 
We present a simple programming language, NPL (Numerical Programming Lan- 
guage), whose only data type is a real number type with operations f, -, *,/ and 
comparisons =c, <, =, and whose only control structures are while loops and condi- 
tionals. 
The programming language NPL is given by the grammar in Table 1. Informally, we 
will give variables whatever names are convenient and will omit the parentheses around 
statement composition, since the semantics of statement composition is associative. The 
term program will be used as a synonym for statement. A program fragment is either 
an expression, a test, or a statement. 
3. Domains for numerical programs 
In this section we define the domains on which the semantics of NPL will be based. 
Since these domains are of a slightly different kind from those usually employed in 
denotational semantics (they are continuous domains instead of algebraic domains), we 
begin with a summary of the necessary domain theory. 
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Table 1 
The programming language NPL 
variable ::= V = {v,; n E N} 
constant ::= ordinary finite decimal notations 
operator ::= +I - 1 * ) / 
expression I:= variable 1 constant I expression operator expression 
comparison ::= < 1 <= / = 
test ::= expression comparison expression ) not test 1 
test and test 1 test or test 
statement ::= skip 1 variable := expression ( 
(statement; statement) I 
if test then statement else statement end / 
while test do statement end 
3.1. Summary of topology and domain theory 
We summarize the results from [12] that are needed for this paper. Our terminology 
differs slightly from that paper in that here domains (and maximal limit spaces) are 
always pointed (contain a bottom element). We also use the term continuous bounded- 
complete domain or c.b.c. domain instead of bounded-complete domain or BC-domain 
because elsewhere in the literature bounded-complete domains are algebraic [9]. 
Many of the topological spaces we use will be domains with their Scott topology, but 
even in that case we would like to emphasize that we use the terms limit, convergence, 
and continuous in the sense of general topology. In particular, for (N, <) a directed 
set and x,, s E N, a net in a topological space (X,F), 
This definition includes the usual case in domain theory, that of the supremum of a 
C-chain or &-directed set in a domain (D, C) with its Scott topology Y. If SC D is 
E-directed, then x,, s E S, given by x, = s, is a net in D that converges to US in Y. 
A DCPO (directed-complete partial order) is a partial order (D, C) in which every 
L-directed subset S of D has a supremum (least upper bound) in D. If D contains a 
c-least element J- (bottom), then (D, [r) is said to be pointed. 
Each 7’, topological space (X,9) induces a partial order 
If F is itself the Scott topology of some partial order L, then Cr is the same as 5. 
Another case of interest, however, is that of the space (Xl,Fl) = (XU{I}, yU{Xl}), 
where (X,F) is a Hausdorff topological space. In this case, the Scott topology of the 
refinement order of 5 is not interesting because it restricts to the discrete topology 
on X. The topology FL is, however, interesting because its restriction to X is F and 
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because if (X, y) is a Hausdorff space, then (X_L,F~) is a maximal limit space. A 
space (Y, Y) is a maximal limit space if it satisfies the following properties. 
1. (Y, &) is a pointed DCPO. 
2. The Scott topology of C,v refines (that is, contains) 9’ (order-consistency). 
3. Each net ys, s E N, in Y has a unique maximal limit y, that is, ys + y and for 
all y’ such that y, + y’, y’ &.v y. This maximal limit y is denoted max-lim, ys. 
Besides lifiings of Hausdorff spaces, the most important class of topological 
spaces/domains we use is the class of continuous bounded-complete domains (c.b.c. 
domains). 
(D, L) is continuous if every x in D has a neighborhood basis (with respect to 9’) 
of sets of the form TX’ = {y 1 x’ C y}. That is, for each Scott-open set U containing 
x, there is x’ E U and a Scott-open set V containing x such that for all y E V, 
x’ C y. The difference from algebraic domains is that in continuous domains, TX’ is 
not itself required to be Scott-open. The weaker condition that TX’ be a neighborhood 
of x allows us to construct domains from nondiscrete Hausdorff topological spaces that 
topologically embed the original space. 
(D, C) is bounded-complete if every set S c D that has an upper bound has a least 
upper bound. 
In [12], we proved the following facts about c.b.c. domains. An H-space is a locally 
compact maximal limit space. 
Theorem 3.1. Let (D,C) be a c.b.c. domain with Scott topology 9. 
( 1) (D, Y) is an H-space. 
(2) The lifting of a locally compact Hausdorfs space is always an H-space. 
(3) Let (X,Y) be an H-space. For S GX let TS = {x E X 1 3y E S, y 5 x}. Let 
Sr(X) = {K LX 1 K nonempty, compact,K = TK}. 
The upper or Smyth powerdomain (or powerspace) of (X,Y) is the domain 
(,X(X), 2) (or space (,X(X), Yz)). ,X(X) is a c.b.c. domain. The Scott topology 
of (X(X), 2) has a basis of open sets of the form N(U) = {K E ,X(X) 1 K C U}, 
u E Y. 
A!‘(X) has a bottom element if and only tfX is compact, in which case that bottom 
element is X. (Compactness does not imply local compactness for To spaces.) 
(4) If (X, Y) is a locally compact topological space, then the space C(X, D) of 
Jr/Y-continuous functions X + D is a c.b.c. domain with the pointwise ordering, 
f c g @ vx E X (f(x) c g(x)). 
The Scott topology of (C(X, D), C) is the same as the compact-open topology. 
The usual kind of limit discussed in domain theory, the supremum US of a directed 
set SC D, is a special case of a maximal limit. In ordinary domain theory one seldom 
cares that all points y & US are limits of S, but the idea turns out to be helpful in 
several places here. 
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The intuition behind letting X(X) consist of compact, upper sets is the following. 
l The requirement that members of X(X) be upper sets (K = IK) is related to an 
interest in verification. If x is an acceptable result and y refines x (is better defined 
but otherwise the same), then y must also be an acceptable result. We regard a set 
of results K as acceptable if all the results in it are acceptable. Thus K is acceptable 
if and only if TK is acceptable; therefore we may as well consider only J’K. 
l In the context of numerical programming the requirement that members of X(X) be 
compact reflects first of all the idea that the set of possible results should be closed 
_ if there are y arbitrarily close to x such that some sequence of nondeterministic 
choices yield the result y, then some limiting sequence of choices of must yield 
the result x. Furthermore, if the set of possible results is unbounded, then overflow 
must be possible, namely an ill-defined result, represented by bottom. 
3.2. Domains for NPL 
NPL has expressions of two types, real and Boolean, though there are variables 
only of type real. Accordingly, we need three domains: one for real expressions, one 
for Boolean expressions (tests), and one for the state. We also want to provide for 
nondeterminism, so we will use (upper) powerdomains or powerspaces, as outlined 
above. 
Give B = {true, false} the discrete topology and the real numbers R the usual 
topology. The domains we will use are: 
1. I for Boolean values; 
2. %?(Rl) for real values; 
3. X(S) for states, where S = (RI)’ and V is the set of variables of NPL. 
Each of BI, RI, and S is compact, so by Theorem 3.1(3), each is the bottom element 
of its respective powerspace. 
3.3. Conventions on hfting functions 
With one exception, we regard any function f : Xl x . . x X, + Y as a function 
f : (XlL x ... x (xI)I + YL by letting f(xi, . . . ,xn) = _L whenever any of xi,. . . ,x, 
is 1. Thus, 
IAb=bA-L=-L. 
The sole exception is the if-thenelse function, whose we treat as lazily evaluated: 
if true then a else -L = endif = if false then I else a endif = a 
if A._ then a else b endif = _L 
We also regard f as a function X(X1 ) x . . . x ,X(X,) + %C( Y) by letting f (Kl, . . . , K,) 
be the smallest compact, upper set containing {f(xi, . . . ,xn) 1 x1 E Kl, . . . ,x,, E K,}, 
Ki E X(Xi), i = 1,. . .,n. 
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4. Arithmetics 
4.1. Arithmetics and accuracy 
A distinguishing characteristic of numerical program semantics is that the interpre- 
tation of an operation symbol is usually not the corresponding mathematical operation, 
but some possibly system-dependent approximation to that operation. In this section we 
introduce the notion of an arithmetic, which is simply an assignment of interpretations 
to operation symbols. 
The operations of our arithmetics may be nondeterministic. There are two reasons 
for permitting nondeterminism. One is to accommodate models like that of Brown [4] 
that generalize families of related machine arithmetics and permit compiler-controlled 
use of extra precision in computations; another is that nondeterminism is common in 
continuous arithmetics and commonly results when one forms a limit of arithmetics. 
Both these topics will be discussed further later in this section. 
Extend the usual operations +, -, *, <, d, = on R to RI by letting an operation 
with I as an argument result in 1. Let /l be the operation given by 
X/I Y = XlY, x,y~R,y#O, 
=I otherwise. 
We use II instead of / in order to give a definite value (I) to division by zero. There 
would be no harm in including other operations on the reals, and treating them in the 
same way as the operations given. 
An arithmetic is a 7-tuple A = (+A,-A,*A,/A, <A, <A,=A), where 
+A> -A> *A,/A : R X R + X‘@I) 
and 
<A, <A, =A: R X R -+ X(BI). 
We assume that for op E {f, -, *, /}, whenever J, K & R are compact, 
Ur{x OP, Y 1 x E J, Y E K) (4.2) 
is either RI or a compact subset of R. Then letting J opA K be defined by (4.2) gives 
a lifting of op,,, (for any of the operations op) to an operation X(Rl) x X(RI) --+ 
X(RI) or X(Rl) x X(RI) -+ %(BI). 
We can measure the accuracy of an arithmetic using the following quasi-metric d 
on RI or BI. Let 
d(x, 1) = 0, 
d(_L,x) = co, x # I, 
d(x,y) = Ix - YI, x,y E R 
d(true, true) = d(false, false) = 0, 
d(true, false) = dualse, true) = co. 
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This quasi-metric generates the topology on RL (or BI); that is, 
x, + x w d&,x) + 0. (4.3) 
We see also that 
which follows from Eq. (4.3). The quasi-metric d naturally induces a quasi-metric on 
sets, which we also call d. 
We say that an arithmetic A has accuracy E if for all 6 > E and x, y E (-l/c, l/e), 
where op E {+, -, *,/L, <, d, =} and B(z, 6) is the closed ball of radius 6 about z in 
R. That is, any possible result of applying the approximation op, to x and y can be 
obtained by first perturbing x and y by an amount up to E plus a little more, applying 
op, and then perturbing the result by an amount up to E plus a little more. 
Logically, it would be better to say that A has error bound E and accuracy l/s, but 
somehow it seems more natural to speak of E as the accuracy. 
Let 
E(A) = inf {s 3 0 1 A has accuracy a}. 
4.2. Compact values and the meaning of bottom 
Here we digress a bit and discuss the meaning of I, what it means for X/I 0 to be 
I, and why it is reasonable to assume that the values of +A, -A, *A,/A are compact 
instead of arbitrary subsets of RI. 
In program semantics, bottom usually stands for a computation that never terminates 
or that at least has not terminated after a certain amount of computation. We are, 
however, entitled to lump in with nontermination other values that we do not care to 
describe or know about. So it is with division by zero. In practise, a computed division 
x/O might raise an exception, return a special value (such as a NaN in IEEE standard 
floating-point arithmetic [13]), or simply return an arbitrary real number. In this paper, 
we do not wish to discuss exceptions or details of systems with special error values. 
Hence, we just treat x/O as bottom, meaning “We do not wish to specify.” 
When we think of the arithmetic Ao, defined below, as the limit of arithmetics with 
error tending to zero, as we will below and in the limiting semantics described in the 
next section, division by zero intuitively corresponds to division by a small, imprecisely 
known number. The result of such a division cannot be accurately known at all, another 
reason for treating it as bottom, which in the context of X(Rl) is the set RJ_. In other 
words, “We do not know what it is or if it is well-defined.” 
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One could conceive of arithmetics whose operations take values that are arbitrary 
subsets of RI, instead of elements of X(Rl). Here are reasons why we think that 
.X(Rl)-valued arithmetics suffice for most purposes. 
l All models of machine arithmetic that we know of do in fact assign a compact set 
of values as the result of any operation unless an exception or special value is a 
possible result. In the latter case, we have already argued that for the purposes of 
this paper bottom is the appropriate value, which in X(Rl) is the compact set RI. 
l One can shoehorn more general set valued operations into our framework by just 
replacing each value set by the smallest compact upper subset of RI containing it. 
Doing so makes the operation more nondeterministic, so some information is lost, 
but, we believe, no information relevant to this paper. 
4.3. Order structure, topology, and limits for arithmetics 
Putting the pointwise partial order on operations, 
~P~~P’~~~,YERI(~~PY~~~P’Y), 
we can order arithmetics by 
ALB@Oop, cop,, opE{+,-_,*~/><~~~=l. 
By [ 121, Lemma 2.2 and Theorems 4.4 and 5.3, the order on operations and the order on 
arithmetics both induce c.b.c. domains, the Scott topology of the order on operations 
being the topology of pointwise convergence with respect to the upper topology on 
X(Rl). The topology on the space A of arithmetics is the corresponding product 
topology. 
4.4. The arithmetics A,, E 20 
An important family of arithmetics is defined as follows. For E 20, define A, by 
x0PA, Y = n mXmPB(Y, w), X,Y E (-l/E, l/E) (R, E = o), 
d>& 
= RI (or BI) otherwise. 
We see that for any arithmetic A of accuracy E, A, C A. Thus, A, is the worst possible 
(or most general or least well-defined) arithmetic of accuracy E. 
Theorem 4.1. For each E > 0, 
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Proof. It is trivial that for each x and y, 
*yF x OPA, Y = jlr x OPA, Y = x OPA, Y. 
Since the order on A is the pointwise order, Eq. (4.4) follows. 
Eq. (4.5) follows because given any (Scott-) open set U containing A,, there is, by 
Eq. (4.4), some Aa E U. Therefore, if E(A)<<, then Aa L A, hence A E U. Thus, A, 
is a limit of A as E(A) I E. But by Eq. (4.4), 
A, = ma;ilimAa. 
E 
Hence, A, must in fact be the maximal limit of A as E(A) J E. Eq. (4.5) follows. 0 
The arithmetic A0 is especially important. In A0 the operations +,&,, -Ao, *Ao, /A,, 
are just f, -, *,/l composed with the embedding x H TX of RI in X(Rl), but 
Intuitively, although the error magnitude of A0 is zero, A0 shows the effect of infinites- 
imal error because in it the discontinuous operations are nondeterministic at points of 
discontinuity. In fact, this nondeterminism makes the comparisons continuous as oper- 
ations taking values in %‘(BI). It also means that <A,, is the same as <A0 and =A0 
is not really a useful operation. Indeed, one cannot make effective use of equality or 
of the difference between strict and non-strict inequality without knowing exact details 
of the floating-point arithmetic that a system uses. 
4.5. Continuous arithmetics 
In denotational semantics, one usually wants to prove that the semantics of a program 
fragment is a continuous function of the state. In the present case, it is clear that 
the semantics of a program cannot be continuous unless the arithmetic operations are 
continuous. In such a case, we say that the arithmetic is continuous. 
Let AC denote the set of continuous arithmetics. By [12] Theorem 5.3, the restriction 
of the order C on operations to continuous operations induces a c.b.c. domain, whose 
Scott topology is the compact-open topology. Now, the topology on X(Rl) is in fact 
induced by the quasi-metric d; hence by a natural generalization of [ 141, Theorem 7.11, 
the compact open topology is the same as the topology of d-uniform convergence on 
compact sets, which is a natural topology on the space of X(Rl)-valued operations. 
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The Scott topology of (AC, E) is just the product topology induced by the compact- 
open topology on the components. 
Theorem 4.2. For each E 80, A, is continuous. 
Proof. Fix E > 0, x, y E RI and an operation op. If x and y are not both in (-l/s, l/s), 
then xopA, y = RI, whose only neighborhood is X(RL), so OP,,,~ is automatically 
continuous at (x, y). Suppose then that x, y E (- l/c, l/s) and let U be a neighborhood 
of x opA, y. For 6 > 0, let 
& = W(x,@ OPWY, Sk@. 
Kb, ~3 > E, is a nested family of elements of X(Rl) that converges in X(Rl) to its 
intersection, x op,? y. Hence for some S > E, K3 C U. But whenever 1.x -x’I, Iy - y’J < 
6 -E, we have x’ opA, y’ C KJ, hence x’ opA, y’ C U. This proves that op,, is continuous. 
The theorem follows. 0 
Note that the only property of op required in the proof is that it map compact sets 
to compact sets. This observation gives us the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Let A be an arithmetic and let A’ be the arithmetic with operations 
defined by 
x”p,, y = f-, B(B(x,6)op,B(y,6),6). 
6 > 0 
Then A’ is continuous and &(A’) = E(A). 
Proof. The operation opA, is compact-valued because each set on the right-hand side 
is compact valued and the intersection of a nested family of nonempty compact sets 
is nonempty and compact. The same argument as in Theorem 4.2 shows that opA, is 
continuous. Hence, A’ is continuous. To compute s(k), suppose that s(A) < E and let 
6 < l/&(A) - I/E. Then for all x, y E (-l/c, l/s), 
W(x, 6) OP, B(Y, @, 6) c W(x, 8 + 6) opB(y, 8 + S), E + 6). 
Hence, 
x op,/ y c B(B(x, E + S) opB(y, E + 6), E + 6). 
Letting 6 1 0 and E 1 E(A), we get &(A’)<&(A). Since A’ C A, we have E(A) <&(A’), 
so &(A’) = E(A). 17 
We call A’, as given in Theorem 4.3, the continuous envelope of A. 
4.6. Other examples 
The simplest example of an arithmetic is true arithmetic, 
A,,,, = (+,-,*,/I, <, G,=), 
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whose operations are the ordinary mathematical operations. The continuous envelope 
ofA true is Ao. 
In most floating-point and fixed-point arithmetic models, machine operations are 
defined in terms of the corresponding mathematical operations and a rounding function 
rd, defined in terms of a set of machine representable numbers. The operations of the 
rounded arithmetic A,d are defined by 
xoP,d Y = rd(rd(x) OP %v)), 
op E {+,-,*,/l, < , 6, =}, construing rd as the identity function on B. The arguments 
are rounded before the operation in case they are not machine representable to start 
with. 
In the most common model [15,13], the rounding function is defined as follows. A 
finite (or, more generally, discrete) set of real numbers, ml < . . < m,,, which we call 
model numbers, is given. For x E R, define rd(x) by 
l if x $! [m,,m,J, then rd(x) = I; 
l if x E [mi,mi+i], 1~ i < n, then rd(x) is the nearest of mi,mi+r, or if they are 
equidistant, rd(x) is one or the other of mi,mi+i, chosen according to some arbitrary 
rule. 
A rounding defined in this way is not continuous because for each i it has a jump 
at (m, + mi+l)/2. If we change the rounding to 
rd’ ( mi +yi”) = {mi,mi+l}, 
rd’(x) = Trd(x) otherwise, 
then rd’ is a nondeterministic, continuous rounding. Using rd’ to make a rounded form 
of A0 produces the continuous envelope of Ard, Ao,+p, whose operations are given by 
x oPo,rd’ Y = rd’(rd’(x) opo rd’b)), 
op E {+,-,*,/I, <, s,=>. 
Another kind of machine arithmetic model is the Brown model [4], a nondetermin- 
istic model that can accommodate badly defined floating-point arithmetics, compiler- 
controlled use of extra precision and certain optimizations of expression evaluation. In 
this model, the rounding 
model interval is defined 
rd(x) = RI, 
= {mi}, 
= [mi, mi+l I, 
function is set valued and is called the model interval. The 
as follows from the model numbers ml,. . . , m,. 
x @ [m,ml, 
X =??li, ldidn, 
mi<X<mi+l, l<i<n. 
The Brown model is useful for modeling behavior of families of roundings. 
If a program produces acceptable results using Brown model arithmetic, then it will 
produce acceptable results using any deterministic rounding rd” such that for any x, 
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rd”(x) E rd(x), even if several such roundings are used nondeterministically. The lat- 
ter can happen if an optimizing compiler causes some expressions to be computed to 
higher precision than specified. 
The Brown model rounding is discontinuous at each model number. We can make 
it continuous by changing it as follows: 
rd’(x) = RI, x $ (ml,m,), 
= [mi-l,mi+ll, X = mi, 1 < i < n, 
= [mi3mi+ll, iTli<X<FTli+j, l<i<PZ. 
Again, the arithmetic Ao,rdr generated by rd’ is the continuous envelope of A,[. 
5. Semantics for NPL - the limit of arithmetic error 
It is now straightforward to give a denotational semantics for NPL. 
The denotation of each program fragment X will be a defined as a map 
1x1 : A + (S + X(Z)) 
for some suitable H-space Z. We will always understand [Xl] as also indicating the 
“lifted” mapping A + (.X(S) + X(Z)) given by 
According to [12] Theorem 6.3, the right hand side is a member of X(Z). In fact, the 
definition below requires [Xl to be sometimes taken in the lifted sense. 
Definition 5.1. (1) The interpretation EEj of an expression E is a map A -+ (S -+ 
.X(R_I)) given by: 
(i) I[cnAa = {c}, h t e unit set of the real number represented by the decimal 
notation c. 
(ii) [u]Ao = {O(U)}, v E V. 
(iii) [[EopFI]Aa = ([TEjjAa)op,([rFnAo), op E {+,-,*,/}. 
(2) The interpretation fBI] of a test is a map A -+ (S --+ .X(BI )) given by: 
(i) [EopFI]Aa = ([EnAo)op,([FjlAo), op E {<=,<,=}. 
(ii) [not BI]Aa = l([BI]Ao). 
(iii) [ZI and CnAo = ([[BI]Aa) A ([CI]Aa). 
(3) The interpretation of a statement is a map A + (S + .X(S)) given as follows: 
(i) (IskipjjAo = To. 
(ii) UC’:= EljAa = T{cr[u t x] 1 n E [EJAa}, where 
a[v +-x](w) = if u = w then x else a(w) endif, x # I, 
= I, 
(iii) UP; QjjAa = [QnA( [PljAfl) 
x = 1. 
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(iv) [Iif B then P else Q end&to = if [B]Ao then [P]Aa else [Q]Aa endif 
(v) [while B do P endlAo = u, (fnAg), where for all n E N, 
fs‘4a = 1 
f,+lAa = if [[B]Ao then f,A([[P]Aa) else {cr} endif. 
The definition of the denotation of a while loop requires that for all n,A, a, fn Aa C 
f,+lAa. The denotations of both composition and loops require that for each A E A, 
statement P and S E X(S), [PIAS E X(Rl). We establish both facts below. 
Our earlier remarks about bottom apply to our definition that [a : =E]Aa is I if 
[E]Aa is 1. The latter could signify that evaluating E raises an exception, returns 
a special value, or returns an unknown real number. We do not wish to distinguish 
or describe these possibilities, so we just define the state after the assignment to be 
bottom, meaning we do not care to specify it. 
Usually in denotational semantics the denotations turn out to be continuous functions. 
Here they do not unless we require that the component operations of an arithmetic be 
continuous. The semantics for general arithmetics are continuous with respect to the 
“flat” ordering C’ on X(RI ), where 
JL’K iff (J=R1 orJ=K), 
and the orders induced on our other semantic domains by E’. Using these orders would 
amount to treating R as a discrete type and defining the usual denotational semantics. 
Theorem 5.2. (1) For each program fragment X, [X] is well-dejined, monotone in A 
and a, and jar each A E A and S E X(S), [X]AS is an element of X(Rl), X(Bl), 
or X(S), as appropriate. 
(2) If we restrict to continuous arithmetics, then for each program fragment X, 
[X] E C(Ac, C(S, D)), where D is the appropriate target domain, depending on what 
kind of program fragment X is. 
Proof. Both parts of the theorem are routine inductions on program fragments. 
(1) Consider first expressions. The result is trivial for variables and constants. For 
compound expressions it follows because operator application xopA y is monotone in 
x and y and the order on operators is defined just so that application is monotone in 
op,. It is part of the definition of an arithmetic that operations map compact sets to 
members of X(RI). 
Operators that form tests are likewise monotone and X(Bl)-valued, and Boolean 
operations are continuous. That proves the result for tests. 
Consider statements. State update is continuous, hence monotone. Therefore, assign- 
ment is monotone and compact-valued. Likewise statement composition is continuous, 
hence monotone. Since if-then-else is continuous, conditionals are monotone. For loops, 
it follows by induction on n that for each fnAa is monotone as a function of II, A, and 
a. It follows that the denotation u, (fnAa) is also monotone. The part about compact- 
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ness is similar: for loops, use the fact that fn is monotone in n and that intersections 
of compact sets are compact. 
(2) The proof of continuity is similar to the proof of monotonicity. We just need to 
observe three extra things. 
(a) With the compact-open topology on AC, operator application x op y is continuous 
in all three arguments, x, y, and op. 
(b) Function composition is continuous, hence statement composition preserves con- 
tinuity. 
(c) Fixed-point formation on c.b.c. domains is continuous, as in [20]. 0 
Now we can easily obtain the following limit theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. For any program fragment X, 
lWllA0 = u ItXllAC. 
C>O 
Hence in AC, 
(5.6) 
the in the 
A, for all states u, 
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from continuity of [[Xl in a continuous 
arithmetic A, since A,, E > 0, are continuous, monotone in E and As = UE,O A,. The 
second statement follows from the first as the second part of Theorem 4.1 follows from 
the first part of that Theorem. The third statement follows similarly from Theorem 4.1 
and monotonicity of the semantics of [X]Aa in A. 0 
The limit (5.8) is an example of a limit that is not the supremum of a directed set, 
since the set of arithmetics is not directed. 
We remark that [XJAO is the maximal limit only because the arithmetics over which 
we take the limit include the worst possible arithmetic of each accuracy E > 0, namely 
A,. If we were to consider to limit of better behaved arithmetics, then [X]AO would 
not be a maximal limit, although it would still be a limit. 
For example, in an ordinary binary floating-point arithmetic that obtains the result 
of any operation by rounding the result of the mathematical operation to the nearest 
machine number, the following program P, started in a state in which the value of x 
is well-defined, will always terminate in a state CT with o(x) = 0. 
while not (x = 0)do 
x :=x/3; 
end 
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In A,, E > 0, P need not terminate, and in A0 (or A,,,,) it will not terminate if the 
initial value of x is nonzero. Nontermination in A0 reflects the fact that the number 
of steps to termination using a standard floating point arithmetic increases with the 
accuracy of arithmetic. Of course, this example does not violate our theorem since I 
is the limit of any sequence of states. The example simply points out that if we are 
interested in convergence to perfect accuracy over some subclass of arithmetics, then 
the A0 semantics cannot tell us everything about that semantic limit. Theorem 5.3 does, 
however, assure us that the A0 semantics it will never tell us anything false about this 
more specialized semantic limit. 
Henceforth, we will write [XII0 to abbreviate [X$40. A0 will be the only arithmetic 
of serious interest in the rest of this paper. 
The semantics [XJAtrue is essentially that of abstract computability over the real 
numbers [8,3]. 
6. Semantic limit of programs 
In Section 5, we showed that for any program fragment X, [X&40 is the maximal 
limit of &X&4 as E(A) ---) 0. That is, [X$40 is the limit of numerical program semantics 
as arithmetic error, or roundoff error, tends to zero. Another kind of error that occurs 
in numerical programs is mathematical error or truncation error. Mathematical error 
results from using a finite computation to approximate an irrational or transcendental 
function. In this section, we will extend NPL and its semantics to treat the limit as 
mathematical error tends to zero. 
In order to talk about the limit of mathematical error, we must talk about limits 
of programs. To talk about limits of programs, we will add to NPL a notation for 
sequences of programs. We call the resulting extended notion of programs program 
schemes. To illustrate this idea, consider the following sequence of programs P,, no N, 
in which the natural number n appears as a constant. 
k :=I; 
exp := 1; 
increm:=l; 
while k < n+ l/2 do 
increm : =increm * x/k; 
exp := exp + increm; 
k :=k+l; 
end; 
In the limit as n + o;), P,, computes the exponential of x, exp(x). That is, given 
a tolerable error F and a range [a,b], if we choose n large enough and an accurate 
enough arithmetic, the output value exp will satisfy 
Jexp - exp(x)] < E 
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whenever the input value x is in the range [a,b]. If E is small enough and we plan to 
use this program only for inputs in this range, then we may wish to act as if the code 
actually computed exp(x). The semantics of program schemes formalizes this idea. 
In general, an infinitary mathematical construction can be approximately computed by 
a sequence of programs that successively compute a more accurate approximation that 
is valid on a wider range. In the example, the sequence of programs was essentially one 
program parameterized by the constant n. If we chose to approximate the exponential 
function more realistically by a rational function or a Chebyshev polynomial instead 
of a Taylor polynomial, the form of the program would change with n. The sequence 
of programs might be 
exP : = P,(X) 
where p,,(x) is, say, the nth-degree Chebyshev polynomial for exp(x) on [-1, 11. Hence, 
what we want to formalize is the limiting semantics of an essentially arbitrary sequence 
of programs. 
Definition 6.1. The class of program schemes is closed under the same formation rules 
as programs (Table 1) plus the following rule. 
If P,, n EN, are program schemes then the sequence (P,,; n6N) is a program scheme. 
We normally write (P,; n EN) as (P,). 
The &-semantics of schemes is given by the clauses in Definition 5.1, together with 
the following clause for schemes. 
I[(Pn)~oa = max-lim ~Pn&g’. 
rr--*u.n’m 
By Theorem 5.4 of [12], 
II( = max-lim[P& 
II-a 
in the compact-open topology on C(S, X(S)), so [I(Pn)]o is continuous. 
This limit describing scheme semantics is another limit that is typically 
mum of a directed subset of a domain. 
not a supre- 
Our definition of scheme semantics would work for any continuous arithmetic, but 
we argue below that it does not really make sense to consider scheme semantics for 
arithmetics with positive accuracy. 
Note that this is the only place in our semantics where we can end up with a 
nonbottom state that gives value bottom (i.e. RI) to some variables. If a variable y 
used in different ways in each P,, to store intermediate values, then the limiting value 
of y may well be bottom (that is, no limit in the conventional sense exists). 
Example 6.2. Let P = (P,) be the program scheme computing the exponential function 
that was introduced at the beginning of this section. If CJ is any state such that rr(x)#l, 
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then [PJoo = {gi 1 ZERI}, where 
cr:(exp) = f?(X) 
ai(increm) = 0 
g;(k) = z 
a’(u) = a( U) otherwise. 
Of course, the “real” value of k after P is bottom. The other possible values are 
included because [P]oo must be an upper set. 
The motivation for program schemes is to give the semantics of limits of programs. 
But a scheme is not a simple limit of a sequence programs: it can have many limits 
nested within it in a complicated way. We want to know that in fact the semantics of 
a program scheme can be approximated by the semantics of finite programs selected 
from it in the following way. That is easy enough. 
Definition 6.3. A selection from a program scheme is a program, defined as follows. 
(1) If P is skip or u := E, then the only selection from P is P. 
(2) If P’ is a selection from P and Q’ is a selection from Q then P’;Q’ is a selection 
from P;Q. 
(3) If P’ is a selection from P and Q’ is a selection from Q then 
if B then P’ else Q’ end 
is a selection from 
if B then P else Q end. 
(4) If P’ is a selection from P then 
while B do P’ end 
is a selection from 
while B do P end. 
(5) If P’ is a selection from P,, for some n then P’ is a selection from (P,). 
Theorem 6.4. For any program scheme P and open set U such that [P]o E U, there 
is a selection P’ from P such that fP’Jj0 E U. Indeed, there is e > 0 such that if 
E(A) < E, then [P/&4 E U. 
Proof. We prove the first statement by induction on scheme formation. All the steps 
except for sequence formation are either trivial or follow from continuity of [.]o and 
Theorem 5.2. Consider a sequence P = (P,) and an open neighborhood U of fP]o. 
Since [PIa is a limit of [P& as n -+ cq there is some n such that UP,& E U. By 
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the inductive hypothesis, P, has a selection P’ such that [P’]o E Ii. P’ is the required 
selection from P. The second statement follows because [P’]A + [P’]Ao = [P’]o as 
e(A) * 0. 0 
We would like to go a bit further and say that [[PJO is a limit of selections that 
somehow “tend to infinity.” We can certainly do this (and did in [lo]), but it is rather 
complicated to say just how the selections tend to infinity, because when schemes are 
nested, as in 
(while B, do (P,) end) 
the selection of an inner index n will depend on the selection of the outer index m. 
In any case, such a result appears to have no more practical value than the trivial 
Theorem 6.4. 
We observe that it does not make much sense to discuss scheme semantics with 
respect to any arithmetic coarser than Aa (i.e. a finite accuracy arithmetic), because 
typically in a sequence (Pn), the number of operations increases with n, so that any 
arithmetic error will eventually swamp any gain in accuracy from choosing a larger n. 
In choosing any selection from a scheme as in Theorem 6.4, one must work from the 
outermost sequences in the scheme to the innermost. Which finite accuracy arithmetic 
to use to approximate A0 is the last choice to make. 
Summary 
l We have shown that a straightforward denotational semantics for numerical programs 
can be developed based on domains of a familiar kind, constructed from classical 
topological spaces via a powerspace constructions. 
l A novel feature of our semantics is the notion of an arithmetic, the interpretation, 
usually only approximate, of operations and relations on the real numbers. 
l This semantics permits us to model finite accuracy machine arithmetic, the limit as 
machine error tends to zero, and limits of programs that implement progressively 
more accurate approximations to transcendental functions. 
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